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Tips & Tricks
Out of brown sugar? Measure white sugar to the amount of brown sugar called for in the recipe and add dark molasses a spoonful or two at a time.
Stir and toss (or shake in a container with a tight fitting lid), adding molasses until the right colour is reached.
Coring pears. Insert an apple corer into the bottom of the pear up to about 1” from the neck of the pear. Twist the corer to loosen the core and slowly
pull the core out. If your pears are cut in half a melon baller makes it easy to scoop the core out of each half.
Is your pear ripe? Did you know that a pear ripens from the inside out? If the neck of the pear yields to gentle pressure your pear is ready to eat.
If the neck is still firm allow it to sit at room temperature until softened.

DID YOU KNOW?
Pastry can be tricky, but if you know what causes a problem and how to fix it, then you are on your way to success.
Common problems; tough crust - crumbly crust - not flaky.
Water and flour form gluten when mixed. When making bread, you want this gluten to develop to make a strong dough with a fine and even texture, but
not so with pie crust!
Toughness is caused by too much water or overmixing and handling.
If your crust is too crumbly and breaks up, you have either not enough water, fat that was too soft or the flour and fat have been mixed together too
thoroughly.
The secret to flaky pastry is to have the fat very cold and leave pea size and larger bits not mixed into the flour. These bits need to be cold when you roll
out your dough so they flatten into thin shapes sandwiched between layers of the pastry.
When your pie starts to bake in the hot oven, the fat in the crust melts, making puffs in the dough layers, giving a flaky texture.
There is no one perfect recipe for pie dough. Some people only have success with shortening, others can only use lard or a
combination using part butter. There is no “one size fits all” amount of water to use, it just takes a little practice. After you have
cut fat into the flour, add a small amount of water at a time, toss and lift to blend. You can use a dinner fork and when the dough
starts to hold together, try to form it into a loose ball using the fork or your fingers. Pick up a bit & squeeze it - it should be moist
enough to just hold together.
For mess free, perfectly sized
Three important pastry tips...
crusts, use a pie crust bag.
1. Have & keep all ingredients and dough cold.
#47903-F $6.49
2. Cut fat in using a straight up and down motion.
3. Handle gently and as little as possible & roll with quick light strokes from the centre out in a pie crust bag or on a floured counter.
AND... IF ALL ELSE FAILS, A GOOD DOLLOP OF ICE CREAM ON TOP OF THE PIE WHEN YOU SERVE IT CAN COVER A MULTITUDE OF ERRORS.

You’ll

fall in love with this delicious pie.

RECIPES

Caramel Pear Pie

Cuisipro Deluxe Pastry Blender
Stainless steel blades and a secure grip
handle allows for precision handling and
efficient cutting through hard butter.
#74-711805-BR $23.99

Nordic Ware Mini Pie Baking Kit
This kit makes 2 - 5” pies. Use the
reversible crust cutter to cut
either a lattice or pinwheel design.
A perfect size to share.
#41460-F $36.99

In a large bowl combine:
6 cups sliced, peeled ripe pears
1 tablespoon lemon juice
In another bowl combine:
½ cup sugar
2 tablespoon minute tapioca
¾ teaspoon cinnamon
¼ teaspoon nutmeg
¼ teaspoon salt
Add to the pears and toss gently.
Let stand 15 minutes & then pour into an unbaked 9” pastry shell.
TOPPING
In a bowl combine:
¾ cup old-fashioned oats
4 tablespoons sugar
3 tablespoons flour
Cut in until crumbly:
¼ cup cold butter
Sprinkle over pears. Bake at 400°F for 45 minutes.
While baking, prepare the caramel sauce.

Caramel Sauce
In a saucepan, over low heat, melt:
12 caramels
3 ½ tablespoons milk
Stir until smooth.
Add:
¼ cup chopped pecans
Drizzle over hot pie. Bake 8 - 10
minutes longer or until crust is
golden brown.
Cool and enjoy!

TOTALLY BAMBOO

Marbled Bamboo Cutting Boards
Natural “marbleized” bamboo inlay
adds depth & beauty. Grooved side
keeps drips & crumbs off the counter.
#20-7831-TO 10” x 15” $39.99
#20-7832-TO 11.75” x 18” $46.99
Totally Bamboo Revitalizing Oil
Specially formulated & food safe mineral oil
keeps your cutting boards in perfect condition.
#20-9010-TO $10.99

Buffalo Cutting/Serving Board
A majestic buffalo stands sentinel on the
corner of this unique and beautiful
presentation/cutting board. The other
side is a perfectly smooth cutting board.
#22-7760-TO $28.99

The Family Tree Cutting/Serving Board
This exotic and beautiful Family Tree
Cutting & Serving Board is sure to become a
treasured family heirloom. Constructed of
Parquet End Grain bamboo, it is preferred by
chefs to help retain a sharp knife edge.
Carving juices drain down the branches of the
tree and collect in the well at the base.
The reverse side is smooth and makes a
great ‘butcher block’ style cutting board for
chopping, slicing and dicing.
#20-2054-TO $139.99

Curved Puzzle Platters
Bring a touch of uniqueness to your
party with these multi use platters.
Perfect for small cutting boards,
or as individual party plates.
Link together for a cheese platter.
#20-7662-TO $19.99/set of 2

Duet Salt Keeper

Caribbean Collection Square Bowl

With a salt keeper, you don’t have to worry
about trying to pour ¼ tsp. of salt out of the
little spout of the cardboard container it comes
in - you know, the ones that leak at the corners
or that have a little pour spout that falls out or
breaks? Swing lid keeps salts clean and dry.
#20-8561-TO $19.99

Contrasting end grain inlay makes a
striking statement and the unique
design will ensure that it becomes
your favorite serving bowl.
Perfect for serving eye-catching
salads or as your everyday fruit bowl.
#20-5030-TO $37.99
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NEW!
ITEMS
Cookie Cutters
Owls, Moustaches and Dinosaurs…OH MY!
So many different styles to choose from!
Sets starting at $8.75. Individuals starting at 99¢.

Tovolo Soak N’ Strain Colanders
No ordinary colander!
This ingenious 2 piece design allows the inner
colander to swing freely from the outer bowl.
Wash, soak, then tip the water out without
worrying about losing veggies down the drain.
The colander and bowl easily separate for a quick
clean up and to use as a serving bowl.
3 sizes available starting at $22.99

Nordic Ware Pocket Pie Crimper
Cut, fill, seal, and bake! Create your own pizza
pockets, fruit turnovers, calzones, pasties & more.
#41459-F $12.99

#59881-F

#59880-F

Ironwood Gourmet Recipe Box

Reversible 12” Pie Top Cutters

This beautiful recipe box will keep your treasured
recipes clean, organized and at your fingertips.
#28339-F $53.99

Beautiful pies are easy as pie with these.
Choose from lattice & hearts or leaves & apples.
$22.49 each

Ice Cream Attachment

Silpat Silicone Baking Mat
Gooey batters, delicate meringues, sticky taffy,
even cookies - release easily for perfect results.
#DMREG-NA - $45.99

- For the Bosch Universal Plus Mixer Enjoy fresh, homemade ice cream just like grandma
used to make. Fit the stainless steel insert inside
your mixer bowl, pop on the lid and let
the Bosch do the churning. In about 20 minutes,
you will have soft, creamy ice cream.
#MUZ61C1 $89.99

#26931-NA

#26921-NA

Piranha Peeler
Extra sharp, serrated teeth peel fuzzy or soft fruits
& veggies like pears, kiwis, peaches, tomatoes, etc.
$16.49 each

